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Today we will begin with a brief review of last 2 week's
lesson, learn about 'Stop Motion' Animations, then
work on our words in Motion Animation - (Mini) Project

From 2 weeks ago we learn these:

terms used in animation:
1) Timeline
2) Frame Rate
3) Working on One's & Two's
4) Shots & Scenes
5) Keyframes | Breakdowns | inbetweens
6) Timing | Spacing | Easing
7) Onion Skinning
8) Composition
Also we have learn about the 12 Principals of Animation

#1. Squash & Stretch
Squash and stretch describe how an object changes
shape in response to forces acting on it.
Squash is when the object is compressed by an impact of
an opposing force. Stretch is when an object is distended
by something pulling on it, or by moving quickly.

#2. Anticipation
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#2. Anticipation
Anticipation is a smaller movement that comes before a major
one, and signals that the major movement is about to happen.

#3 Staging
Staging is the presentation of a shot in a way that makes
the content of the shot as clear as possible, and the
narrative function of the shot as strong as possible.

#4. Straight Ahead vs. Pose-To-Pose
Straight-ahead and pose-to-pose are different
approaches to animating.
Straight-ahead means creating each new frame in
sequence from beginning to end, without planning the
main keyframes in advance. This tends to be more
spontaneous action.
Pose-to-pose means creating the key poses for each
action first, and then filling in the in-between poses.

#5 Follow-Through & Overlapping Action
Follow-through and overlapping action refers to the
tendency of different parts of a body to move at different
speeds.
This includes the concept of drag, which is when one part
of the body lags behind when a motion starts.

#6 Slow-In & Slow-Out

#6 Slow-In & Slow-Out
Slow-in and slow-out refer to the tendency of objects to
gradually accelerate (and then decelerate) when moving
from one position to another.
These are sometimes referred to as ease-in and easeout, or simply easing.

#7 ARCS
The principle of arcs come from the observation that living
things don't move in straight lines, but rather in curved
motions.
Creating graceful, clear arcs often elevates the animation
and reveals the experience level of the animator.

#8 Secondary Actions
Secondary action refers to smaller movements (or
gestures) that support the primary actions of a character.
These actions make the shot clearer by emphasizing
the attitude or motivation behind the movement.
Not to be confused with overlapping action (though it often
is) secondary action is another layer of animation that is
part of the whole action.

#9 Timing
Timing is one of the most important of the 12 principals,
and takes years to master. It is about controlling
the speed of an action through the number of frames used
to represent it.

#10 Exaggeration

to represent it.

#10 Exaggeration
Exaggeration means representing a subject in
a heightened or more extreme way, rather than strictly
realistic, in order to push your animation further.

#11 Solid Drawing
Solid drawing means posing characters in a way that
creates a sense of volume, weight and balance.
Drawing for animation requires being able to draw the
characters from any angle or pose, with threedimensionality in mind.

#12 Appeal
Appeal is a broad term for any qualities of a character's
design that makes them inherently compelling to watch.
This includes the design of the character, as well as how
the character is animated.

Stop Motion Animation
Stop motion is an animated filmmaking technique in which
objects are physically manipulated in small increments between
individually photographed frames so that they will appear to
exhibit independent motion or change when the series of frames
is played back. Any kind of object can thus be animated,
but puppets with movable joints (puppet animation)
or plasticine figures (clay animation or claymation) are most
commonly used. Puppets, models or clay figures built around
an armature are used in model animation. Stop motion with live
actors is often referred to as pixilation. Stop motion of flat
materials such as paper, fabrics or photographs is usually
called cutout animation.
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Stop motion has several variants, but they all
involve manipulating real world objects.
These objects are moved slightly, and photographed one
frame at a time. When shown in sequence, these frames
create the illusion of movement.
In higher-end stop motion, like the ones created
by Laika (Coraline, Kubu and the Two Strings), a specially
rigged puppet is shot on a miniature stage.
Claymation is a similar technique. In it, malleable
characters are used, though they're generally made out of
a substance called plasticine, not actual clay.
You can also do stop motion with regular figurines, and
objects, like all those great Lego animations you can find
on YouTube.
Another variation of stop motion is paper cutout animation. In this style, characters are built out of
paper shapes. They might be pinned together at the joints
to make a posable figure, or pieces might be set in place so
that they can be swapped out. They are then moved and
photographed frame by frame, just like a stop motion
puppet.
That's how South Park was originally animated.

Another rare type of stop motion is called pixelation. In
pixelation, real people are used instead of puppets.
All of these types of stop motion share an important
characteristic:
They all have to be shot straight-ahead, which means
starting at frame one and shooting each frame one after
another, all the way through the end of the scene.

They all have to be shot straight-ahead, which means
starting at frame one and shooting each frame one after
another, all the way through the end of the scene.
If a mistake is made on one frame, it's very difficult to fix it
without having to start all over again. You can't just
redraw that frame like you can in 2D animation. This
makes this type of animation particularly intense and it
requires a lot of patience.

Before the advent of chronophotography in 1878, a small
number of picture sequences were photographed with
subjects in separate poses. These can now be regarded as a
form of stop motion or pixilation, but very few results were
meant to be animated. Until celluloid film base was
established in 1888 and set the standard for moving image,
animation could only be presented via mechanisms such as
the zoetrope.
Willis O' Brien's expressive and emotionally convincing
animation of the big ape in King Kong (1933) is widely
regarded as a milestone in stop-motion animation and a

Willis O' Brien's expressive and emotionally convincing
animation of the big ape in King Kong (1933) is widely
regarded as a milestone in stop-motion animation and a
highlight of Hollywood cinema in general.

Later in the 1970's Stop Motion Animation was used by some
producers.
Disney experimented with several stop-motion techniques by
hiring independent animator-director Mike Jittlov to make the
first stop-motion animation of Mickey Mouse toys ever
produced, in a short sequence called Mouse Mania, part of a
TV special, Mickey's 50, which commemorated Mickey's 50th
anniversary in 1978.

Director / Producer George Lucas used Stop Motion Animation.
In the 1970s and 1980s, Industrial Light & Magic often used
stop-motion model animation in such films as the original Star
Wars trilogy: the holochess sequence in Star Wars, the
Tauntauns and AT-AT walkers in The Empire Strikes Back, and
the AT-ST walkers in Return of the Jedi were all filmed using
stop-motion animation, with the latter two films utilizing go

stop-motion model animation in such films as the original Star
Wars trilogy: the holochess sequence in Star Wars, the
Tauntauns and AT-AT walkers in The Empire Strikes Back, and
the AT-ST walkers in Return of the Jedi were all filmed using
stop-motion animation, with the latter two films utilizing go
motion: an invention from renowned visual effects veteran Phil
Tippett. The many shots including the ghosts in Raiders of the
Lost Ark and the first two feature films in the RoboCop series
use Tippett's go motion.

A clay model of a chicken, designed to be used in a clay stop
motion animation

Please Note:
If you own a Mac , or Macbook
Please download - (Free Software)
Paintbrush
This is available from:
www.macupdate.com

In Class Demo (As time available)
- Gif Animation <Words in Motion>
Next Week: We will learn how build our (many) *.gif
image files into a gif animation; setting the
speed(delay), and more…
Homework:
(1) if you have a MAC download paintbrush
(otherwise for PC use MS Paint, not Paint-3D).

Homework:
(1) if you have a MAC download paintbrush
(otherwise for PC use MS Paint, not Paint-3D).
(2) The feature on these are similar, but MS Paint has a
few more features… Begin using MS Paint (or
Paintbrush) and watch this tutorial…
Watch this tutorial 7ish minutes(Note: Windows 7 is
very similar to Windows
How to use Microsoft Paint

3) Work on your *.gif (image of words / letters) for
your project using Paint or Paintbrush…

